English
We will look at maps and stories we know well. We will make
story maps and link ideas to journeys. We will show good
vocabulary and sentence writing using punctuation. We will
write descriptions of a journey together and have our own
ideas too. We will write postcards and posters that tell us
about different places in the world. We will label and describe
different forms of transport too. We will continue to learn
the phase 3 and 4 phonemes and be able to blend words for
reading.
Reading the tricky words: the, I, to, no, go, into.
Enjoy a range of stories, rhymes and poems.
We will be writing for a range of purposes as we play.

Mathematics We will be working with different
measures for weight, time and capacity as well as
consolidating our knowledge of shape. We will build
confidence in using and recording numbers to 20. We
will continue to develop our maths vocabulary. We will
be using tens frames and develop our recording our
equations for addition and subtraction.

Physical Development
Expressive Arts and Design
We will draw maps and paint different types of
transport. We will make patterns with tyres and
wheels and we will act out our journeys and
adventures in our role play. We will sing songs
about transport and we will be combining some of
the skills we have learnt over the year as well as
learning new songs.

We will be continuing our daily handwriting sessions
as we come into class and our ‘busy fingers’ activities.
In PE sessions Enjoy-a-ball-Paul will be working with
our class again and we will develop control over balls
and other objects when throwing and catching and he
will teach us some new fun games.

Transport and Journeys

Communication & Language
We will ask questions and try to answer
those from our friends. We will give
information to small groups and to the
whole class.
Our listening skills will continue to develop.
We will learn new vocabulary related to
transport and journeys and use it to
describe and explain the things we learn
about.

R.E. In RE we will explore some of the
special events we experience in our lives
and look at how we prepare and
celebrate these e.g. baptism, weddings
and birthdays.

Personal, Social & Emotional Development
We will learn how to negotiate and resolve
conflicts in a good way. We will respect each
other’s ideas and opinions and understand that
those opinions may vary.
We will continue to develop our understanding of
what is right, what is wrong and why. Our super
behaviour in class will reflect our understanding
of this.

Understanding the World
We will look at different places in the uk and the world and think
about how we can travel to these places. We will look at the
similarities and differences.
We will look at different types of transport locally like the
hovercraft, train, ferry and bus.
We will be thinking about how we use the roads and paths in ‘Road
safety Week’ and making sure we keep ourselves safe. We’ll be
using the iPads to explore apps that support our learning in
phonics and maths.

Characteristics of Effective Learning:
We will continue using our superhero characters and
trying to demonstrate good characteristics for learning
e.g. Can we make connections in our learning? Can we
keep on trying when things are tricky? Do we have our
own ideas and ways to do something?

